
An astronomer studies stars, planets and galaxies.
A biologist - studies living organisms. A marine biologist studies ocean
plants and animals.
A meteorologist studies weather and climate.
A physicist studies matter, energy, and how they are related.

White Shirt
Goggles or Glasses (see template below)
To create a pretend science lab, you can follow our experiments or you
can just play with water and plastic Tupperware containers. What will
float and what will sink? Find items from around the home and discuss
what will sink and what will float. Try find items such as Lego pieces,
plastic figurines, a plastic measuring spoon, piece of pasta

What is a scientist?
Discuss with your Community Hero what they think a scientist is.

You can help them by explaining Scientists are people who discover new
things and research how things work. They observe, measure, and
communicate results to people like you and me.
There are many different types of scientists. Below is just a few: 

When scientists conduct experiments in laboratories, they wear protective
coats and goggles.

If your little Community Hero would like to dress up as a scientist, we have
some craft googles or glasses which can be made (see template below).
You can also find a white shirt from an adult in the house which your child
can wear as part of their outfit.

Items required

Let's dress up 

like Scientists
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Scientist Eyeware
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Print & stick onto cardboard
Colour & decorate
Cut out shapes
Cut out lens. You can place
cellophane over the lens or
leave empty
Stick arms to frame

Steps
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
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